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Adventure once cherished and seen as an enjoyment 
throughout the world
Children playing in the streets til sundown with no worry
Running around with friends as far as their hearts 
desired
But then change came as a storm as it’s cloud never 
lifted
Worry and fright of people out in the dark shadows of 
the world
Things of happiness changed into horror as this new 
society becomes darker by the minute
Experiences of parents turned into the dreams of their 
children
As things will never be the same
As people have changed
Yet this doesn’t mean all bad as there are new 
experiences that come with this change
Yet many will never see what one way was a more 
innocent world
The beginning for a life it is the beginning of this 
continuous cycle
These changes continuing for generation 
Greeted with war through time
A vicious cycle throughout time
For generations
And generations
And generation

Anonymous 



Least qualified are in charge
They don’t know better

There once was a man from France
Who hated people that pranced

The Public caught on
didn’t get along

and he got no second chance

Idiocracy

Anonymous
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The dark of night, and the bright of day, one
Can’t fathom how many names there are, but
We still stand tall, yet we still haven’t won
Because their lives mattered, not all for nought.

The ones we lose can’t speak, or else we would
Find justice for them, not mourn with a wreath,
Yet we still stand, for nothing now is good,
And we fight for them, the ones who can’t breathe.

We stand in the streets, crying out to them,
Their stone-hearted guns, calling for our end,
The end of our protests, and they condemn
Us. Our society needs to mend.

Our children are crying, seeing noone
Who would help them, they just tell them to shut
Their mouths and listen, to adults who would
Try to hurt them, and help those who would shun.

So we fight, and we call, and we tell these
Men who stop and laugh and jeer and commend
Someone who withheld a hand and not lend
For someone who tells them that they can’t breathe.
Anonymous
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Why am I viewed by the likes on posts
My body on display for the public to take notes
Nights and days spent watching the numbers
Working out hard for that bikini body in the summers
Hair curled, makeup on, nails done
At age twelve the societal pressure had already begun
Too flat, too boney, too wide
I just want to know when the pain will subside
 
But it’s my fault, I put myself out there
For others watching eyes to stare
I crave the validation but can’t stand the hate
“Wow, looks like you’ve gained some weight”
All this negativity, who is to blame.
Myself or my followers who play this game
 
I know the only way to get better is to leave
But I am scared of how my actions will perceive
If only social media had never started 
Maybe I  wouldn’t view myself on what other people wanted
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To be a new seed beginning to yearn for the taste of sun and water,
It all depends if I want to bloom or not, ‘will i be pretty,’ is what I   
 ponder.
It’s a struggle to escape the darkness of dirt, trapping me and 
 whipering to me that if I bloom it will hurt.
I push forward, finally I feel the light, I’m overwhelmed- it’s so   
 bright.
I’ve never felt it before, is this the thing I bloomed for? 
Is there more than just swaying with the wind like all the others, to  
 just be what i am, what all of us are; flowers? 
Alas, I am just a flower, trapped by the dirt, the sun, and water.
To be able to utter one word is absolutely impossible, just enjoying  
 the sun is only plausible. 
I am obsessed with it, it makes me drunk and giddy, I only need   
 these things to help ease my pity.
But over there is an orchid, I think about them till I am exhausted.
The sun is setting, my safe haven of life, the darkness comes again,  
 but this time like a knife.
I wanted to be happy, but not like this, I lean towards the dirt, 
 feeling bliss.
I saw my petals right before me, I didn’t love myself, and i didnt   
 want to be lonely.
But alas what can a flower do, doomed to be stuck in one place,   
 one duty to do.
Hopefully I can live to see the sun again, I have to be strong if I   
 want my life to extend.
For sun and water is all i ever wanted, and maybe soon, i can be as  
 pretty as that orchid. 

Anonymous
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Safe on a shoulder 
As we grow older 
Never learning the hardships of 
life 
Don’t ask us to work 
We’ll easily strife 
Our parents act as shields 
Given a task we easily yield 
It’s hard to say where we will go 
But let me tell you something I 
know 
When someone is given life on a 
platter 
They leave the house and 
everything scatters 
No longer given the shelter they 
need 
They actually see, it’s hard to 
succeed 
So comfortable in their parents 
hands

Someone there to meet every 
demand
They find out quickly the world 
is tough 
Will what we’ve learned be 
enough
Let’s hope that when the world 
puts us down 
We have the experience to turn 
it around 
When you give your kids 
everything they want 
You build the image that life is 
nonchalant 
So give your kids enough to do 
something 
But never give them too much, 
or they will do nothing

Grayson Prillaman
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Safe on a shoulder 
As we grow older 
Revolutionary,
The crumbs and strands of hair that lay between leather seats
Give off a feeling of gangrene.
Sour,
The slash marks in the tires of your soul
Make my eye makeup run.
Don’t spare me your wisdom,
I know my worth.
Sickened,
When blackberries smeared across the white supermarket tile.
But how many people call you friend?
My carpet is cleaned and my sheets dampened
But your oats have been sewn,
And your smoke
Risen.

Don’t spare me

Remy Lusk
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“The Crunched Ball of Paper”
The can on the wall 
Just throw extra in

Shot like a ball
You’ll never see it again

It goes in a bag
Which goes in a bin

It has no tag
It goes with the skin

It gets put in a truck
And taken to the landfill

It gets thrown in the muck
And nature gets handed the bill

We’re handing the world a death sen-
tence
We should try recycling for repentance

The people scream and shout
Enraged at what was said
But they turn a blind eye
When the blame turned on their side
Hypocrite! Hypocrite! They yell
Without looking at themselves

Alex Hammond

Anonymous
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Scared, silently speaking.
Hoping not to be heard,
Heard without thinking,
Even though we’re misheard.
Ridiculed for our beliefs,
But unable to say nothing.
We aren’t the critiques,
The world is always judging.

Who are we to speak out?
Do we really deserve this?
The way we dress isn’t what 
it’s about,
We aren’t objects just because 
we exist.
When does it cross the line?
When do we get to breathe 
easy?
When are we victims of time?
Walking alone we’re always 
uneasy.

Don’t go out at night,
Don’t wear that,
She always goes out at night,
Is she really wearing that?
She just wants all the boys,
Just wants to make a scene,

If she blends into the noise,
It doesn’t mean she doesn’t 
get seen.

What do you want?
How can we please you?
This culture isn’t anything new.
Is there ever going to be a way 
to appease you?
Don’t be silent,
Don’t be loud,
Can’t be defiant,
But can’t go along with the 
crowd.

We stick to ourselves,
Try not to seem obsessive.
Do you see that girl, how she 
sticks to herself?
Her attitude is so offensive.
Her hair,
Her outfit,
Does she even care?
There’s no doubt about it.
You dressed us,
We’re pinned against each 
other,
It’s not our fault you haven’t 
impressed us,



Even if you act like you’re tougher.
Her victory is my defeat,
The posts, the stories, the rules,
We feel so incomplete.
And we’re yelled at for being in 
moods.

We starve ourselves,
Try to cover up,
The thought of our appearance 
dwells,
Even when we’re down on our luck.
Hide this, hide that.
Pull your skirt down,
You don’t want to be seen like that.
Don’t frown.

So tell me,
How are we to blame?
How can we truly be free,
To live when all we see is shame.
Shame for our actions, appearance, 
creation.
But does my skirt give you permis-
sion to take it out,
Or is it the culture of our nation?
No one holds you to account.



Sally Terrill

Scared, silently speaking.
Hoping not to be heard,
Scared to be seen but wanting to be dreaming.
Scared of might have occurred,
If you walked the streets alone.
If you go out in public,
The feeling of eyes on you, intentions unshown.
But you always change the subject.
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Our world is on fire 
Our water levels steadily climb
In the background of everyone’s 
 minds 
People go about their business

Some chose to ignore it
But it seems to be accepted
As a part of our lives 
Our oceans are dying
Our air is noxious

Yet some choose to deny it
Their grandchildren will not 
 thank them

They say it’s a crisis 
Yet they seem not to care 
Why spend money on 
 infrastructure 
If it’ll all be underwater? 

Must we accept our fate? 
Resign ourselves to what may 
 happen 
Continue with our lives
As if nothings wrong? 

Our world is on fire 
Our water levels slowly rise
Yet no one notices 

Isabelle Aujla

Triple Anti-Vision by Ryan Huddleston



 Looking at Forbes.com when you look up “most 
powerful people in the world” or “richest people in the 
world”, you come up with mostly the same people 
besides politicians, religious leaders, etc. Think about 
Jeff Bezos. The richest man in the whole world. As of 
March 2021, it is recorded that he is worth about one 
hundred and eighty billion US dollars. You must be 
thinking “wow that is a lot of money, I want that too.” 
Money and power can mean the same thing.  Power and 
corruption can go hand in hand. In society, many believe 
that being rich and powerful is the most important thing 
in life. This is an absolutely false statement. Money 
means nothing in reality. Having it does not make you a 
better person in the slightest. Money changes a person 
drastically. Personal relationships can also change with 
loved ones and people you are close with. When 
someone has power, they may think too highly of 
themselves.
      If you look at social media, there are people living 
lavish lifestyles. Draped in designer brands or expensive 
cars showing off their mansions, getting millions of likes 
and people wanting to be them. These so-called 
“influencers” have a large impact on social media 
platforms, especially Instagram. Looks can be deceiving 
as many see this as a good alternate reality to be living. 
Famous families such as the Kardashian’s are an 
example of this. They show off on social media but 
no one actually knows what is happening behind the 
scenes. 



 Money can make a person feel powerful (I would 
describe powerful as having the ability to change 
others around them and have leadership). This can 
sometimes be a good thing. Confidence is not a bad 
thing unless there is too much. Too much ego can go to 
one’s head. Relationships might not be good because 
of the overwhelming amount of confidence. Money can 
control your life and make you lose what you thought 
was important. When you get to the “top” people can 
sometimes act differently around you. They may 
pretend to be your friends just for new opportunities. 
This way of thinking makes no sense to me. Why would 
you waste time with someone just for the glamour?  
Being happy and actually loving the people around you 
is what matters. Money may make the world go ‘round 
but if you think money is going to bring you happiness, 
then you are sadly mistaken. Even billionaires can be 
the unhappiest of people.
Anonymous



Human rights are for one and for all, however these rights 
tend to go without call. Jim, a simple man, convicted of a 
crime. Nowhere to go in fear, running out of time. Fair access 
to justice shouldn’t even cost a dime, however it’s treated like 
a treat when it’s really just a right. Whether it’s right or not to 
do a crime, innocent until proven guilty should always be the 
line. A line that should never be crossed since the founding of 
the nation. Modern day issues that should be reformed with-
out hesitation. Jim, the same man who had a family and kids, 
unable to see them due to the unfair system. The system that 
is accepted in today’s world, a world of rich and poor. The 
rich controlling all and the poor watching in agony. Access to 
justice isn’t only for those who are higher class or seen by the 
public but it’s for everyone. People like Jim. People like Jim’s 
wife. People who need it, and all people need it. It’s not a 
privilege, it’s a right. Fair for all is how it should be. Access to 
justice for you and for me.

Anonymous
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 A year ago, we got news of a new virus called 
Covid-19 . We were told that this virus would keep us 
out of school indefinitely. It sounded nice and lots of 
people were excited. We thought we were getting a 
“second spring break”. Though some people were 
excited, others knew this was going to get out of hand 
quickly. The shelves were cleared faster than they 
could be restocked and toilet paper was a luxury item. 
Face masks and hand sanitizers became as essential 
as your car keys and wallet. It was an interesting 
experience and there were some positives and 
negatives that came with it.
 The worst part about the lockdown was the virus 
itself. Many people lost friends and family to the virus. 
We learned how easily the virus can be transmitted 
from person to person. There were little to no Covid-19 
tests in the beginning so it wasn’t easy to actually 
know whether or not you were infected with the virus. 
Mental health was a big concern as well. It was hard to 
keep in touch with your friends and extended 
family. Though, whether it was FaceTime, video games, 
or Zoom, we all tried to stay connected to each other 
somehow. Unless of course your Wi-Fi was no good.
 Though social media has impacted our 
generation in many bad ways, it helped many feel part 
of a community. Especially TikTok, the app is filled with 
short fifteen second to one minute videos. Some are 
informational, some are helping you find the best 
Netflix show to binge, but if we’re being honest, many 
of the videos will make you laugh very hard and that 
was a good way to take your mind off of the lockdown 
and virus.



 The lockdown was what you made of it. Maybe 
you saw it as a time to start a diet and workout plan or 
maybe used it to catch up on, what felt like, the 
million hours worth of sleep debt you had acquired 
from school or work. Maybe you used it to spend 
quality time with your family. Maybe you learned a new 
skill. Or maybe, you watched a 43 year old man win his 
7th Super Bowl in the last 20 years.
 No matter how the lockdowns treated you, I 
think everyone learned some things about themselves. 
Though we felt alone, with only our own thoughts to 
keep us company, we were able to be ourselves. 
Besides social media, which makes everyone 
self-conscious at times, there was no judgment of you 
as a person. You could wear whatever you wanted. 
After all you weren’t going anywhere; You could eat 
whatever you wanted. No one was there to tell you that 
you are chewing with your mouth open; and most of all, 
you could express yourself in ways you would 
otherwise get embarrassed if anyone saw you doing 
them. Like singing in the shower. As we have lost our 
sense of normality, we hope to not take for granted the 
little things if things ever go back to the way they were 
before the Covid-19 pandemic. Because, as we now 
have experienced, you could have something on March 
12th and have it be gone by March 13th. But, don’t look 
at the lockdowns as a waste of your prime years, 
although they might have been. Instead use it as a 
learning experience to do just that. Take advantage of 
every second you spend with someone, go out and see 
the world, and always try and see the bright side of
things you might not enjoy.
Will Hoff
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opening up

by Ryan Huddleston



What is something commonly accepted in our society that is 
questionable. I’d say our tendency to not care about things 
that aren’t trendy is pretty questionable. Now as a kid from 
the suburbs, I am pretty safe and well educated. I am not, 
however, taught what a world I may never fully see is really 
like. I am not taught that it is not just black people who have it 
rough, but also Asians, South Americans, Africans, and white 
people too. I am not taught that America has a pretty low 
population compared to other regions in the world. I am not 
taught of the atrocities that happen to the women and LGBT 
in Iran and in most muslim countires. I am not taught the 
economics needed to understand why women’s basketball 
and soccer players are rightfully paid less. I am not taught 
that one gender may have certain advantages over the other, 
but no one is superior. I am not taught basic skills like 
understanding when to say certain things at certain times, 
and how to research before touching on specific topics. I am 
not taught how to not get caught up in trendy topics and add 
fuel to a raging fire that shouldn’t have started in the first 
place. I am not taught that a human body is extremely 
important and to protect it and others whenever you can. I 
am not taught the full range and effects of mental illness. I 
am not taught taught that sex is an ok and natural thing. I am 
not taught that most things that are stigmatized are really not 
that bad. I am not taught that listening to another person and 
hearing them out is truly an option for me. I am not taught 
that the little things in life are little things and should remain 
that way. I am not taught that some people will hurt you and 
some people will help you. I am not taught that some people 
do the wrong things for the right reasons and that others do 
the right things for the wrong reasons. I am not taught the full 
effects that humans are having on our oceans. 



I am not taught that we are killing ourselves or really our 
future generations in the name of cheap food and 
convenience. I am not taught  how to make the world a 
better place. overall lack of awareness of the reality around 
you. Arrogance and Ignorance are truly the real biggest 
problem in our world today. And Finally I am not taught to 
make myself the best person we can be. So much potential 
is drained and wasted in our society. One post on social 
media and someone’s life is ruined. It is easier to get 
someone to commit suicide bhy bulling online than to catch 
a ton of fish in the ocean. It is easier than ever to look up 
information, and yet we rant online and start drama with 
factless arguments. I myself am probably guilty of this in 
this speech here. But I guess the whole point of this rant is 
that we are not taught the basic knowledge that the world’s 
biggest controversies are based on. While even more horrible 
things are going on overseas, at least this Atlanta shooting 
brought to light Asian discrimination in America. There is 
just so much stigma and drama and over b.s. That should be 
solvable if schools or well informed adults made us well 
informed. And that’s the takeaway of this rant, none of us 
are well informed enough, and that leads to independent 
thinking which leads to misunderstandings, poorly said 
comments, and overall lack of awareness of the reality 
around you. Arrogance and Ignorance are truly the real 
biggest problem in our world today. 

Anonymous
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My computer clicks off, and I am forced back to my 
reality. Sitting on my bed, the fan above me 
spinning, round and round and round. The clock 
beside me ticks, ticks, ticks. The rain pings again 
my window panes, all the sounds of an empty 
house. The sounds of solitude. I am completely and 
utterly alone in this seemingly giant house. I close 
my computer with a sigh. Online school is my only 
company during the day, and when it ends I am left 
here once again, listening to the sounds of my 
empty home.
 My friends have gone back to school, and they 
have forgotten me. We no longer talk because they 
can go about their day at school, onto their sports 
and after-school activities, and when they get home 
they do their homework and go to sleep. They have 
no time to talk to the lonely me, sitting here alone 
in my room. Once a day I receive a picture of half of 
one of their faces, and occasionally I see a picture 
of them together, at school having more fun than 
me. I don’t have anything exciting to tell them, 
anyway. 
 My parents won’t be back until late, both of 
them working hard to support us during this harder 
time. I can’t drive myself so I do school online. I only 
see my parents in the early hours of the morning, 
and if I’m lucky, late at night.
 

Social Quarantine



 Even my teachers have forgotten me. I no 
longer get to answer questions in class, but instead, 
simply write them down in my notebook and move 
on, while the other students get to participate in the 
discussion. I can’t really understand them through 
the screen. I only hear the teacher’s voice, telling us 
when the homework is due and when we can leave 
class. 
 I roll onto my side and close my eyes. I am 
bored of looking at my phone, I have read all the 
books I can find, and my homework is done. After a 
moment, I will myself to get up and do something. I 
drag myself up the stairs to the treadmill and run a 
few miles before coming back to my room. I 
shower and dress, before heading out to the 
kitchen to make myself dinner. Boxed mac and 
cheese, again. I eat in front of the tv, before 
double-checking that I finished my homework, then 
brush my teeth and crawl into bed. As I drift off I 
hear my parents pull in. Just when I have slipped 
into a seemingly unneeded sleep, a thought 
surfaces in my mind. Tomorrow I will wake up to the 
same breakfast, the same classes, the same noises 
of an empty house. The same routine, day in, and 
day out, as time marches on without a care. How 
much longer can I stand to be locked away in what 
was once my home, but now my prison?

Anonymous
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THIS is reality

by Ryan Huddleston



It was Three in the morning. He hadn’t slept for three days. 
He’d known Mr. Jefferson for years, but never did he think he 
would have done this. As the fan blades turned, he 
remembered the words uttered to him just hours before; 
“Jack, I did it. Now help me.” The accident hadn’t been 
witnessed by many but it had been seen by hundreds. 
Rodger Jefferson had never been an eccentric man, however 
he refused to live without his silver-plated Imperiale 36. Jack 
had only one option. He had to find and eliminate the root of 
Mr. Jefferson’s problems.
Jack was an accomplished hitman. His three room 
Manhattan apartment didn’t show his wealth, but Jack was 
rolling in tens of millions of dollars. He had assassinated 
world leaders, military officials, and dirty business 
executives. He never took contracts, only killing the greedy 
and the terrible. His only money came from plundering the 
assassinees. Jack never showed off much, staying simple.
The Black Plague, the name he was known by, was highly 
revered among hitmen worldwide. It was only when called 
by his name and handed Three, cleaned Washington 
quarters, that he would spring into action.
At that very moment, that same thing happened.
He pulled himself off the bed and walked over to the door. 
A man reached a gloved hand through the opened door and 
dropped a note and Three Washington quarters. He read the 
note.
The Black Plague. Cool name…
The executive has initiated his plan. He must be eliminated. 
Now.



Plague stood up. He reached over to the nightstand and 
grasped his Glock 19 and 15 polished 9mm Parabellums. It 
was time to go to work.
He followed the gloved and suited man out the back 
entrance. A 1965 Silver Blue Mustang was parked behind the 
building. The man opened the doors and they both entered a 
2003 tan Camry. As they pulled on the main road the building 
faded, and so did his hope. He had never attempted such a 
difficult task. He knew this was coming. Everyone did. When 
Rodger ended that waitress, he knew he’d have to tie up the 
loose ends. It would probably involve tying up trash bags as 
well.
He didn’t know the suited man, and only assumed he was the 
transportation of him and the bodies, however Jack had been 
tricked before, and for that reason a three-inch dark grey 
karambit was clutched in his off-hand. Short and jagged like 
his own haircut, it could serrate flesh with the quickest flick.
The car slowed to a stop. Construction. The jackhammers 
hammered away at the cement. The only solid thing between 
the workers and the pipes below. The pieces were brushed 
off to the side, clearing the way, and obviating the evidence 
of a pre-existing road.
Finally, the worker gave the all-clear. Jack and the suited 
man began moving again. Further down the street the man 
reached into his jacket pocket. He knew the suited man was 
sketchy. As he tensed and gripped the karambit tighter, he 
realized he might have to drive. Crap. He’d forgotten his 
wallet at home. As the man’s hand exited the jacket he saw a 
silver gleam. A gun, no wait, an iPod.



He pulled it out and pressed play. ‘September’. Disgusting.
The suited man slowed the car and flipped the turn signal. As 
he pulled into the parking lot, Jack remembered his 
previous jobs. He started all of them the same way. Pull up, 
open the door with his left hand, walk around to the back, tap 
the bumper and then kick some ass.
The suited man stayed in the car as The Black Plague exited. 
He walked up to the door, paused and braced himself. He had 
a poor track record with glass doors. The moment had come. 
He swung his arm into the glass and it shattered. He charged 
in;
“Put the pepperoni on the ground!”
He stormed past the employees and into the back room 
where he found the manager in a swivel chair.
“Time’s up Jefferson...”
Mr. Jefferson turned around.
“I’m tired of your crap. Your olives are disgusting.”
Mr. Jefferson winced, realizing his situation.
“You were the root of the problem all along.”
He grabbed his -19. The click was ominous. There was no 
grunt, no scream. It was over. He had finished it. He walked 
to the threshold of the manager’s office, leaving behind a 
dead man covered in special chili sauce. He turned around 
one more time.
“Footlongs shouldn’t be five dollars...”

Anonymous
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Entering the Void

by Ryan Huddleston



 Have you ever wondered how animals keep time?
 How the creatures of the earth, sky, and sea measure their  
lives?
 Surely the cat does not count down the hours it spends on  
the hunt.
 Nor the bird watch the seconds fly by.
 Time, to creatures, is measured in days, in nights, and in   
lives.
 They do not count the hours of daylight or the hours of   
dusk and dawn
 But they know it all the same.
 They understand when the sun rises and sets.
 They understand the heat and the glory of noon.
 They understand the growing shadows as the evening 
progresses.
 And yet they do not count.
 They understand the concept of time, but they do not mea  
sure it.
 Time to them is fluid.
 As fluid as the seasons and the days and the years.
 Yet one thing is concrete for them.
 A life.
 An animal will understand when it begins to age, even if it   
has never been there before.
 It will understand the concept of a lifespan, without 
counting down the days until its death.
 It understands, but it does not measure.
 And this, I believe, is how animals comprehend time.
 In days, in nights, and in lives.
 They comprehend, but they do not count.



 All creatures, that is, save the timekeeper’s assistant. 

 Now, one might wonder why the timekeeper did not keep a 
human assistant. 
 This is known to none but the timekeeper himself. 
 He was a scraggly looking man, with a long, unkempt 
beard and bright, wild eyes. Gazing into other times for long 
periods of time would give one such eyes.
 But this story is not about the timekeeper.

 It is about his assistant.
 The timekeeper’s assistant was a bright, red fox.
 Now, as some of the readers may know, foxes are the 
smartest mortal animals.
 I say mortal because an ancient rabbit god was known to 
outsmart many a fox in his day, but that day has passed.
 Although foxes are the smartest creatures, they have no 
written language, and therefore they can neither read nor write.
 Now, the same readers who understood foxes as the 
smartest animals may be surprised at this, since there is a 
transcribed foxish language.
 That language is not native to the foxes; it was created 
but human linguists in an effort to understand the foxish spoken 
tongue.
 The foxish tongue is quite difficult to master, as it involves 
many barks, yips, and whistles, many of which can only be i
nterpreted by another fox. 
 For example, the words ‘danger’ and ‘safety’ are 
abnormally close to each other, which some might think proves a 
hurdle for the safety of a fox, but foxes get along just fine.



 Despite foxish being a very difficult language for a human 
to speak, the timekeeper spoke it quite well, as he did most 
languages.
 An immortal life gives one the chance to learn many a 
language.

 His assistant, the fox, was a bright-eyed young female, 
whose name in foxish is incredibly difficult to pronounce, so we 
will call her Red.
 Red quite enjoyed her place as the timekeeper’s assistant.
 He was kind, provided warm food and a bed, and, every so 
often, Red would be allowed to peer into the future beside him.
 Red was happy.

 Until one fateful night, when the timekeeper called red 
into the central spire.
 They lived in a tower, high up in the eastern mountains, 
where storms were scarce and travelers even scarcer.
 “Red, the future is clouding up,” the timekeeper said, voice 
low, “that means a storm is coming.”
 Red nodded, for she knew that the future and the weather 
were closely linked. 
 They were both ever changing, subject to the whim of 
some god in a bad mood. 
 “We must take our supplies into the lower chambers,” the 
timekeeper continued, “and hunker down for the storm.”
 Red knew what she must do.
 She must gather as much food as possible into the cellar 
and herd the few chickens the timekeeper kept into a small, 
rickety barn.



 She scampered outside toward the chicken coop, but she 
was stopped halfway there by a dark figure approaching the 
tower.
 Now, as I have already said, travelers were scarce in those 
mountains, so as soon as Red saw the man, she knew something 
was wrong. 
 Travelers only came through this area if they were either 
terribly lost or searching for the timekeeper.
 Red knew by the sure beat of his footsteps and his bold 
stature that he was of the second kind. 
 She barked to get the timekeeper’s attention, something 
that roughly translated to: “trespasser.”
 The timekeeper hobbled out of his tower and toward the 
man. 
 “Well, a storm and a guest,” the timekeeper chuckled, 
“how peculiar.”
 He spoke the words in the common human tongue, 
although something told him that neither of them were quite 
human.
 And little Red, while she could not speak the language, she 
understood it just fine.
 “I assume I am allowed to shelter the storm here?” The 
traveler responded.
 His accent was strange, one Red had never heard before, 
although it is true that she had not heard many accents.
 “Yes, of course,” the timekeeper responded, gesturing 
toward the door of his tower, “though, I must admit, I did not see 
you coming, due to the... compromising weather.”
 As the timekeeper escorted his guest inside, chattering in 
a way only a timekeeper could, Red finished her jobs outside.



 The chickens were not particularly rowdy this evening, and 
the grain was easily carried into the cellar.
 Red quietly followed the two men into the tower, keeping 
her ears perked for danger.
 Foxes have an extraordinary sense for danger, and much 
like the timekeeper himself, Red sensed something strange about 
the man. 
 Red could tell that this was not where the man belonged. 
 Something had happened to the future.
 Red knew, the timekeeper knew, and the traveler knew. 
 And despite this knowledge, the timekeeper readily 
allowed this man inside their home.
 Red’s tail bristled whenever she saw the traveler’s gaze on 
her.
 “What brings you to our mountains?” The timekeeper 
asked, eyes alight with curiosity and just a hint of mischief.
 “I’ve come to see a timekeeper,” the guest responded, 
meeting his gaze, “I want to see my future.”
 “Ah, well, you’ve come to the right place.”
 Red could sense something in the man’s tone, something 
she did not trust.
 She whistled something in foxish to the timekeeper, 
translated to: “do not trust.”
 The timekeeper caught Red’s gaze, but did not give her 
any other indication that he had heard her.
 Any other indication that is, other than a subtle tap of his 
foot.

 In the many weeks before the timekeeper learnt foxish, he 
and Red had developed their own language.
 A language of subtlety and poise that only the creators 
could understand. 
 Red understood the foot tap to mean “yes” or “I agree” and 
left their conversation at that.



 Instead of speaking further, she curled up next to a small 
fireplace on the wester wall and closed her eyes to the world. 

 When she awoke a little while later, she heard the storm 
rumbling overhead.
 The timekeeper and his guest were nowhere to be found, 
setting Red’s nerves on end.
 Something was wrong.
 And Red knew that the guest had something to do with it.
 She jumped to her feet and searched the tower, the 
central spire, the timekeeper’s room, and the cellar, but she 
found little trace of anything anywhere.
 She shoved her way through a small door and out into the 
storm outside.
 It was a storm of some magnitude, one that Red had never 
seen.
 She heard faint shouting to her left, but the heavy rain 
made it impossible to discern words or figures. 
 She moved toward the noise, and quickly found herself 
being blown by the storm.
 She was afraid of being blown clear of the mountain.
 She barked something in foxish, but it was drowned out by 
the heavy wind and rain.
 The figures were becoming more clear now: the 
timekeeper, holding a small hourglass, and his guest, holding a 
large iron sword. 
 They were shouting at each other in common, too quickly 
and with too little clarity for Red to understand their 
conversation.
 She could pick out some nouns, like “danger,” “love,” and 
“death,” but other than that, Red had no idea what they were 
arguing about.
 She heard a cry of outrage from the guest and saw him 
charge for the timekeeper.



 The timekeeper did not move.
 But Red did.
 Animal instinct took over; her muscles coiled and she 
leaped forward, longer than she had ever leaped before.
 Right onto the traveler’s blade.
 It was enough force to knock the traveler over, and out 
from his charge at the timekeeper.
 Which meant it was enough force to pierce the little fox’s 
stomach.
 The timekeeper gazed sadly on, while he knew he could 
edit time a bit, death could never be reversed.
 The traveler scrambled away, down the mountain, for, 
despite his anger, he was a gentle soul and did not want to harm 
anyone.
 The timekeeper hobbled forward and picked up the fallen 
body of his assistant.
 Of his friend.
 Of Red.
 He took her into the tower, battered with wind and rain, 
and he did what he knew best.
 He kept time.
 He recorded this story.
 The one you are reading now.
 And no, reader, I am not the timekeeper, just a wandering 
soul who found purpose in recording the stories of the past for 
the people of the present and the children of the future. 
 And then he let Red go.
 He joined her soul with timekeeping.
 And now all assistants to the timekeeper are bright red 
foxes, in honor of Red.
 And he still sees Red when he travels through the ages.
 She is his guide.
 And a guide to all who wish to see or control their futures.



 For time is a fickle thing.
 If you wish to control the tides of time, you need a little bit 
of skill, a little bit of magic, and a lot of luck.
 And if you are willing, the spirit of Red will guide you in 
this process.
 Which is why some of my readers might see a young fox 
when they gaze into time.
 This may come as a surprise to some who do not know the 
story of Red, for animals have no control over time the same way 
humans do, so why would a fox be interwoven with time itself?
 She is there to help, if you will accept it.
 And I recommend that you do.
 For no one can see into time without help.
 Not a sorcerer.
 Or a writer, like myself.
 Even a timekeeper needs an assistant.

Phoebe Anderson
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